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Abstract—Modern open-world games require a vast extent of
land with attractive diversity. However, creating such terrain
is one of the most challenging tasks due to its large data
size and the number of iterations in development. This paper
presents a sketch-based map design support system that can
help designers to create a game world with simple sketches,
by transferring hand-drawn sketches of the game world such
as coastline contours and river outlines into 3D terrain. This
unified sketch-to-level framework involves a two-stage generative
model that consists of the cGAN to convert a sketch into an
elevation bitmap and a deterministic algorithm to generate a
level asset. The first cGAN process probabilistically generates
wider variations of elevation bitmap, including diverse terrain
elements exploiting its model trained against terrain data. The
second deterministic algorithm interprets the bitmap to generate
the practical terrain asset. This combination of the probabilistic
model and the deterministic model is highly effective in reflecting
designers’ intension enough while generating variations. This
framework allows designers for rapid-prototyping and trials-
and-errors game assets creation by converting rough sketches
to rich terrain assets at interactive speed. We use more than
two thousand procedural game maps pairing with corresponding
sketches created by spline interpolation as our training data.
The prototype implementation of this framework shows the
effectiveness and practicality of our two-stage terrain generation
approach.

Index Terms—Map generation, cGAN, Level Design Automa-
tion

I. INTRODUCTION

With the excessive speed of market growth, video games are

now booming in every corner of the world. Game companies

and indie developers are inevitably compressing authoring

time to adapt to this fast-paced industry. Game design literature

such as [1] and [2] emphasized the importance of paper-pen

system in prototyping phase. Many designers will need to

constantly prototype ideas about the game world and level

layouts with the pen-paper system during different phases in

game development([3]).

Whiteboard illustration of the world map, terrain, or level

layout often shines valuable design insights that will then be

implemented as actual assets in the game engine for further

test iterations. But such implementation efforts often cost

time and effort, thus harm the efficiency and smoothness of

the creation process. Prototyping aiding tools are becoming

necessary to help alleviate such idea-to-implement efforts by

directly convert sketches to rich game world representations.

This paper present a case study of such support system

called Sketch2Map on automatically converting sketches that

can be composed in seconds with a casual drawing of conti-

nent contours, islands, coast outline of the game world into

game assets such as elevation map or terrain geometry by

a conditional generative adversarial neural network (cGAN)

in interactive to real-time speed. We also proposed a unified

sketch-to-level framework that is adaptive to multiple use cases

in designing schemes.

The main contribution of the paper is a game map authoring

system that can support fast and precise sketch-based auto-

matic prototyping. To generate a faithful prototype from a

rough sketch, we constructed a two-stage generative model

based on cGAN (conditional generative adversarial networks)

that help to synthesize levels or terrains based on simple

contour sketches.

The sketch2map framework provides advantages over both

direct hand-design and randomized procedural generation:

Compared with direct hand-design in-game engine: This sys-

tem will help save designers’ time by filling detailed level

textures: heightmap in the case of game maps or terrains

automatically with a carefully trained generative model. Com-

pared with randomized procedural generation: This framework

introduces strong human guidance in the creation process. The

guidance scheme will show human experiences and insights

in top-level creation with a macro perspective.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Game Map Generation as Level Design

The game world often serves as an environment for world-

building or stage to hold scattered game events. Recent years

world and terrain as macro-level design received considerable

critical attention with some successful releases of free-roaming

open-world games such as The Legend of Zelda: Breath of

the Wild([4]). Experienced terrain designers can provide more

valuable insights in open-world design with faster iteration

with a sketch-based prototyping tool.
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B. Sketch-based Authoring System

A hand-drawn sketch is a universal expressing tool of

human ideas, perspectives, and emotions. A sketch is the

most intuitive and convenient prototyping work that can be

composed by anybody at any time ([5]). The topic of using

the sketch in aiding game content creation has been discussed

in a fine-grained context, for example, in lower level game

asset generation (bit-level PCG as discussed in [6]).
Numerous studies have attempted to use GAN(Generative

Adversarial Network, [7]) in generative work. We used a

modified pix2pix [8] structure in the pipeline to create connec-

tions between sketch and game world design. A recent work

discussing sketch-based authoring of terrain with cGAN is [9],

which provided an approach to build a sketch-based authoring

system with simple user-inputs and high user control. Compar-

ing with this work, we used a unique two-stage strategy that

focused on the more precise reflection of map design such as

coastline contour rather than terrain elements. [10] is another

work that discussed the sketch-based generative model as a

general UI/UX generation tool.
We also draw inspiration from ArchiGAN([11]), which used

a simple authoring system to edit contour and then fill textures

learned from indoor architects’ apartment building design.

Comparing with this work, we construct the pipeline from a

game designer’s perspective and make sketch-map pairs much

more flexible to create.

III. PIPELINE OF SKETCH2MAP

Figure 1 shows the whole pipeline of the sketch2map

system. Map will also be referred to as a special case of level

in the following text. The functionality of each component will

be explained as following:

L2B

Maps

S2B

Training

Inference

User’s Sketch

G1 B2S

Elevation Sketch

S2B B2L

Elevation Map Map

Fig. 1: Overview of the pipeline.

1) G1 is the generator of training data. We will create the

training data by a random game world map generator as

well as from real world elevation data.

2) Level2Bitmap(L2B): Levels/Maps will then be trans-

formed into a more precise multi-channel 2D bitmap

representation.

3) Bitmaps2Sketch(B2S): Use a sketch to describe the cor-

responding bitmap to generate a sketch-level pair.

4) Sketch2Bitmaps(S2B): A cGAN model that learns the

mapping from sketches to level bitmaps by training with
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Fig. 2: Generate training data using procedural generation. (a).

Procedural or real elevation mapped on a Voronoi tessellation

in 2D space. (b). Get the contour line that separate land and

sea.

the sketch-bitmap pair dataset. We use a customized

pix2pix framework([12]) here.

5) Bitmaps2Level(B2L): A deterministic logic that transfers

the bitmap syntax descriptions back to the actual level

asset.

In this paper, we will focus on the case study of game map

generation. Users will draw the outline/contours of continents

and general ground features such as rivers with the specified

color. The following section will describe in detail about

individual components that consist the Sketch2Map pipeline.

A. Dataset Generation: G1, L2B and B2S

G1: In the case of game map generation, we create a world

map and its sketch to form a pair from the procedurally gen-

erated game world. Figure 2 shows the process of generating

original game world. 2D space will be sampled and tessellated

with blue-noise samples. Heightmaps generated with multiple

Perlin noise will be applied to the Voronoi tessellation of

blue-noise samples. Then we can get the outline of game

world continents by extract edges that lie on sea level in the

Voronoi diagram. Rivers and erosion effects ([9]) can be added

accordingly as well. We also support using high accuracy map

of real-world global terrain elevations for the training.
L2B: The Level2Bitmap component is in charge of the

preparation and enhancement of training data by representing

game world syntax in multi-channel discretized 2D images.
B2S: The Bitmap2Sketch component will be in charge

of converting syntax bitmaps to a certain style of sketch

representation automatically to generate training data. We use

spline interpolation in our fantasy map generator case study

to generate contour sketches from the level bitmap as training

data. Figure 3 shows how spline interpolation with different

parameters can be used to describe a complex outline from

a terrain elevation bitmap generated from previous stages.

We mix three sketch types with different smoothness in our

training data set.

B. Learning: S2B

S2B: Now let’s look at the core part of our pipeline:

sketch2bitmap. It will use training data from the previous
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Fig. 3: Sketch data generated using spline interpolation from

the generated contour. (a). the original continent contour line.

(b). A smooth sketch generated by spline interpolation. (c). A

more precise spline interpolation. (d). overlay comparison.
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Fig. 4: Architecture of the cGAN as map generator. The gen-

erator is a U-net structure as described in [13]. Discriminator

is a PatchGAN similar to [12].

stages and then feed the sketch-level pair into a conditional

GAN as is shown in Figure 4.

To faithfully translate the designer’s level design idea into

actual game map assets, we added another segmentation cGAN

stage to enhance the results. We observed that in most game

map designs, the faithfulness of conveying design ideas would

often be a top priority. Also, note that heightmap in sea

area will often be ignored in actual implementation. With

such observation bear in mind, we first feed sketches into a

segmentation cGAN in order to generate a proper segmentation

image that separates land and sea much more precisely. It will

then be used as input for the next cGAN stage to generate

heightmap as textures inside the separation. The two-stage will

be trained separately in order to generate more genuine results.

See the comparison of our two-stage architecture with baseline

in section IV.

M1 M2

M1: Segmentation based on sketch contour M2: Elevation generator from segmentation

User generated sketches Sea level segmentation Elevation inference

Fig. 5: The two stage strategy. M1 is the cGAN that map-

ping sketch and sea-land segmentation. M2 will convert the

segmentation to elevation.

IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Here we show some results generated with sketch2map.

Figure 6 shows the results generated with a simple sketch

in Figure 6(a). The sketch depicting a rough idea of how the

world will present by coastline contour circles in red lines

and several river indications in green lines. (b) is the 2D

map generated with sketch2map with a rendering technique

from [14]. (c) is the elevation map rendered in 3D with a

customized terrain color map and (d) is the perspective view

of the generated map which can be tested directly in a game

engine.

(a). User generated sketch (b). 2D map generated 

with Sketch2Map

(c). 3D rendering result

(d). Perspective view of the generated map

Fig. 6: Sketch2map converts user sketch to 2D map and 3D

terrain.

We compared our two-stage method with the baseline one

stage pix2pix cGAN framework by testing ten corner case

sketches. Each sketch represents a typical continent layout in

a local region of a fantasy world map. Notice how our method

can represent user ideas more precisely for almost every case.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of our two-stage results vs. one stage result. (a). is generated with one stage. and (b). our two-stage strategy

which is more faithful in reflecting designer’s perspective than (a).

V. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION

In this paper, we proposed sketch2map, a generative frame-

work that aims to faithfully translate the designer’s simple

contour sketch representing coastlines and rivers to a game

world map that can be tested in game directly. Each component

of this framework is highly customizable and adaptable to dif-

ferent demands in sketch-based world map or terrain creation

workflow.

One limitation is that designers need to be trained to convey

level syntax in a certain style. Another limitation is that

the current framework lacks good support of lakes, that the

network tends to expand water level till map edges. Some

cases are hard for the network to create, for example, the No

river split case shown in Figure 7. Adaptation to different

sketch styles and more faithful translation with the dataset

that contain different kinds of realistic geography will also be

possible future work.
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